TODD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
MARINE SURVEYORS, CLAIMS SETTLING AGENTS & INVESTIGATIONS

MISSING VESSEL

2000 31’ Corsair F-31

- Hull: White w/blue stripes (waterline blue)
- Upholstery: Coco brown w/tan carpet
- Blue sail cover (UK sails)
- Mainsail “F-31” black numbers
- Black bow ama net
- Carbon fiber screecher pole
- Yamaha 9.9 engine

“UFO” vessel name not on vessel

Documentation #: 110 6001
HIN #: CSR30183J001

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: La Laguna Bay; San Jose del Cabo, Mexico
DATE OF INCIDENT: January 20, 2003
POLICE AGENCY: Port Captain San Jose del Cabo

$10,000.00

A reward is being offered by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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